CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

INNOVATIVE

VERSATILE

SIMPLE
Betco’s FASTDRAW® chemical management systems consistently provide the correct dilution for cleaning staffs. These innovative, versatile and simple systems utilize a one size fit all FASTDRAW® bottle design that reduces inventory investment.

When cleaning chemicals are not accurately diluted, it is like pouring money down the drain which can potentially endanger the cleaning staff as well as cause poor cleaning results.

**Innovative**
- The FASTDRAW® bottle design serves all Betco chemical management systems – Reduces inventory.
- Metering inserts are in each FASTDRAW® bottle – Built in metering inserts constantly maintains accurate dilution and eliminates maintenance.
- Compact wall mounted design – Maximizes cleaning closet space.

**Simple**
- The FASTDRAW® bottle design fits all dispensing systems for simplifying training and use.
- FASTDRAW® bottles are color coded and numbered for easy chemical selection and training.
- Intuitive icons eliminate guess work for…
  - Filling spray bottles, mop buckets or automatic scrubbers.
  - Inserting and changing FASTDRAW® bottles.

**Versatile**
- Over 30 different cleaning products to meet a wide range of facility cleaning needs.
- Single or multiple product dispensing units to precisely match your cleaning requirements.
- Dispensers available in wall mounted or portable options for dilution control wherever it’s needed.

**Cost Effective…**
The Betco FASTDRAW® chemical management systems reduce cleaning costs by up to 30% by accurately diluting the correct amount of chemical while filling spray bottles, mop buckets or automatic scrubbers versus the pouring method.
One FASTDRAW® bottle for ALL Chemical Management Systems

- Spill proof design eliminates the potential for chemical contact with the cleaning staff.
- Metering insert reduces end use cost per gallon by delivering accurate dilutions.
- Patented Technology utilizes two (2) metering tips for low and high flow dilution.
- Number and color coded to eliminate cleaning staff misuse.
- Multiple Green products for environmentally responsible cleaning.
- NAFTA tri-lingual labels for multi-cultural work force.
- Curved siphon tubes allow complete product evacuation eliminating waste.

The FASTDRAW® Chemical Management Systems reduces carbon footprint by decreasing chemical and plastic in the waste stream.

1 = 544*

*One concentrated bottle of FASTDRAW® product can replace up to 544 ready to use quarts!
Betco’s FASTDRAW® 1 is the most versatile wall mounted chemical management system. Dilute multiple products from a single dispenser for consistent cleaning and reduced costs.

- Innovative docking cap design ensures reliability and consistent chemical dispensing.
- Approved – Canadian Standards Association (CSA) back flow device prevents contamination of water supply.
- Simple and quick chemical change improves productivity with no cross contamination.
- Safe – Spill proof design eliminates the potential for chemical contact with the cleaning staff.
- Compact size easily installs above any mop sink in minutes with universal mounting holes (hardware included). Optional Mobility Adaptor (#90052-00) allows dispenser to clip onto any cleaning cart - sold separately.

Ideal for small or large area cleaning that requires a single versatile dispenser for filling spray bottles, mop buckets or automatic scrubbers.

FASTDRAW® 1 DISPENSER
#91043-00

FASTDRAW® ACCESSORIES
Rack - Holds Four Products
#91044-00
(As pictured to the right)
Betco’s FASTDRAW® PRO is an innovative multi-product dispensing system offering the most durable and versatile design in the market. The dispensing unit contains four concentrated products to quickly dispense the appropriate product at the proper dilution, reducing chemical waste and maintaining consistent cleaning results.

- Innovative design maximizes otherwise wasted closet space.
- Locking fill button allows users to perform other tasks while filling.
- Dual Viewports - For quick identification of chemical and fill level.
- Simple threaded bottle connection is easy to install and check valve keeps system primed and ready for use.
- Locking doors to prevent tampering and theft.
- Approved ASSE back flow device prevents contamination of water supply.
- Bottle or Bucket fill from each bay.
- Versatile - only corner or flat wall mountable dispenser in the market.

Ideal for areas with multiple cleaning requirements.
Betco’s FASTDRAW® FREEDOM is an innovative, portable and simple solution for chemical management systems. FASTDRAW® FREEDOM can fill spray bottles, mop buckets or automatic scrubbers and doubles as a foaming spray gun for cleaning restrooms, showers or food sanitation areas.

- Recyclable – FASTDRAW® FREEDOM is made with recyclable materials.
- Innovative – Powerful foaming action for cleaning restrooms, showers or food sanitation areas that require extended contact cleaning time.
- Versatile – Portable light-weight design that connects to any standard hose and can be taken to any location where cleaning is required.
- Design maximizes utility for dispensing chemicals into spray bottles (1 gpm), mop buckets (4 gpm) or automatic scrubbers (4 gpm).
- Molded hanging bracket easily mounts for filling mop buckets, or automatic scrubbers.
- Simple – Ergonomically designed handle for comfort and ease of use.
- Los Angeles plumbing code approved, built-in back flow device prevents contamination of water supply.

One versatile chemical management system does it all!
Training Solutions
Betco’s comprehensive and customizable training tools build a consistent cleaning program and ensures the correct products are safely used.

FASTDRAW® Customizable Wall Chart and Task Card Programs
- Includes custom wall charts and task cards.
- Easy to create with intuitive icons and graphic images.
- Can be customized for your unique facility.
- Available in English, Spanish and French.

Other Chemical Management Solutions that use FASTDRAW® Packaging
Heavy duty foamer for cleaning large shower areas that require extended contact cleaning time.

FASTDRAW® FOAMER II (PORTABLE)
#92216-00
**All Purpose Cleaners / Floor Cleaners**

- **Lavender Multi-Purpose Cleaner.**
- **SPECTACULOSO™**
- **Daily Floor Cleaner**
- **Heavy Duty Floor Cleaner.**
- **DAILY SCRUB SC**
- **GREEN EARTH® ALL PURPOSE CLEANER W/SENTEC®**
- **GREEN EARTH® WOOD CLEANER**
- **GAME TIME CLEANER**
- **ES-STEAM™**
- **BETCO® ONE STEP**
- **FiberPRO® ES-STEAM®**
- **BEST SCRUB**
- **EXTREME® ULTRA**
- **GAME TIME CLEANER**
- **BIOACTIVE SOLUTIONS™ NO RINSE FLOOR CLEANER W/SENTEC™**
- **DENSCLEAN®**

**Wood Cleaner**

Restores traction for sports floors.

Cleans and removes abrasive soils and leaves no residue.

**BIOACTIVE SOLUTIONS™ PUSH®**

Quickly digests fats, oils and greases from restroom floors and surfaces.

**SPRAY FOAM ULTRA**

**ODOR ELIMINATOR**

- **SENTEC® WINTERS GRASP**
- **SENTEC® AUTUMN UPRISING**
- **SENTEC® SUMMER NOTES**
- **SENTEC® EMERGING STORM**

**Glass and Surface Cleaners**

- **CLEAR IMAGE W/SENTEC®**
- **GREEN EARTH® GLASS CLEANER**
- **Deep Blue Concentrate**
- **GREEN EARTH® RESTROOM CLEANER**

**RESTROOM / DISINFECTANTS / SANITIZERS**

- **Deodorizer**
- **Symplcity™ Sanibet™ Multi-Range**
- **CITRUSUDS™**
- **SPRAY FOAM ULTRA**

**Food Service**

- **Dishwash Detergent**
- **CITRUSUDS™**

**Deodorizer**

- **Best Scent® Ocean Breeze**
- **Best Scent® Lemon Zest**

**Cleaning Innovations That Matter.**
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Product Certified for Reduced Environmental Impact View Specific Attributes Evaluated. UL.com/SPG

To view specific products certified to each standard visit UL.com/EL

Density product is part of the Bette Green Earth® Brand.